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INTRODUCTION
By Jim Haskins

Ten-year old Bubber, out coon hunting with his Uncle Demus and
friends, climbs up a tall tree called Nebuchadnezzar to flush out their
raccoon prey. But the high branch breaks, and both Bubber and the
coon go crashing to the ground. Bubber awakes to find that the
strong arms lifting him from the ground are not his uncle’s, but those
of two angels, who have come to take him to heaven.
Heaven looks very much like earth, Bubber decides, except that
everyone there wears long nightgowns and has wings. Food is free,
and there is plenty of work for all. Bubber is taken in by an angle
named Sister Esther, joins the Sunday School choir, and participates
in a multicultural children’s day program. Learning to fly with his new
wings, however, proves difficult.
This previously unpublished children’s book by Arna Bontemps,
originally entitled Bubber Joins the Band, displays the hallmarks of
Bontemps’ best writing for children—the Deep South locale, Biblical
references, lyrical tone, gentle humor, realistic rendering of southern
black dialect, and emphasis on the world’s rainbow of people.
Written in the early 1930’s, it reveals Bontemps’ efforts to learn his
craft, to experiment, to gain an audience. It is surprisingly fresh—a
testament to the talent of this writer who remains today, as he was in
his own time, undeservedly obscure.
Arna Bontemps was born in Alexandria, Louisiana, on October 13,
1902, the descendant of free people of color. His father was a brick
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mason and lay Seventh Day Adventist preacher. His mother died
when he was young, and the elder Bontemps moved the family to
California, where Arna grew up in Watts, the black section of Los
Angeles. His father was disdainful of blacks, but Arna was curious
about this heritage and frustrated in his attempts to find out about this
own history from schoolbooks.
On graduation from the small Adventist Pacific Union College,
Bontemps moved to New York City to teach at Harlem Academy, a
new Adventist school. The Harlem Renaissance was just getting
underway, and Bontemps was caught up in the heady creative atmosphere. Having grown up with the Adventist hostility to imaginative
writing, Bontemps delighted in the company of other young literary
men, such as Langston Hughes, Wallace Thurman, Countee Cullen,
and Claude McKay. He read voraciously, talked literature constantly,
and composed poetry with a sense of freedom he had not enjoyed
before. He declared, “We were heralds of a dawning day.”
Bontemps had a particular affinity for poetry and submitted his
work for the increasing number of poetry prizes available to young
black writers. In 1926 and 1927, he twice won the poetry prize
offered by Opportunity: A Journal of Negro Life, the organ of the
National Urban League, and also won the poetry prize of Crisis, published by the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People.
By the early 1930’s, Bontemps had tried other writing forms, publishing a novel and a volume of short stories. In later years, he also
turned his attention to black history and produced several scholarly
books. Alone, or with collaborators, he edited anthologies of poetry
and folklore. Although much of his work was critically well received,
fame and financial success at his craft eluded him. He was never able
to make living at writing and worked continuously as a teacher, librar-
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ian, and visiting professor to support his wife, Alberta, who had been
his student at Harlem Academy, and six children.
Bontemps became interested in writing books for children when he
visited a library with two of his own and realized that the availability
of books on black history and culture was as limited for them as it had
been for him as a child. He was persuaded to try the form when his
friend Langston Hughes asked him to help rewrite Popo and
Fifina(1932), a story about Haitian children. It is possible that Bubber
Joins the Band, which was written in 1932 or 1933, was Bontemps’
first solo writing effort of children; whether or not he ever tried to find
a publisher for it is not known. Bontemps’ first published children’s
story, You Can’t Pet a Possum, was issued in 1934. Altogether,
Bontemps published some 15 children’s books, including biographies
of Frederick Douglass, Booker T. Washington, and George
Washington Carver, a collective biography on Famous Negro
Athletes, a book about the Fisk Jubilee Singers, and an anthology of
poetry for young people. His children’s work also includes several
other fiction works, including a second collaboration with Hughes,
The Pasteboard Bandit (unpublished for 57 years, until 1992), and
three collaborations with the writer Jack Conroy, with whom he also
wrote a highly acclaimed study of black migration. He was sole
author of Sad-Faced Boy (1937) and of Lonesome Boy(1955), which
is recognized as a literary classic. Its protagonist, a boy who passionately loves his trumpet and follows it wherever it takes him, is also
named Bubber—perhaps the same Bubber whose trip to heaven story
has finally been published nearly 70 years after its creation.
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ILLUSTRATOR’ S NOTE
By Daniel Minter

Upon first reading “Bubber Goes to Heaven” I was taken in by the
warm down-home voice of the story. It spoke to me of time and place.
I was reminded of my own youth and the adults who surrounded me.
The rituals of men who set the example of what it was to be a man and
the joy that I felt in their presence. It spoke to me of the old women
who could never remember my name, yet knew me better than I new
myself.
Upon first reading this story, I imagined that Mr. Bontemps wrote it
for me and here it is over fifty years later and I am trying to put images
to his words in a manner that remains true to his time and relevant to
the child of tomorrow. I achieved this by creating artwork illustrating
the surface meaning and events of the story while including below the
surface of the work the deeper meanings held within those events.
The magic in the ritual of men teaching boys and the respect and reverence that is given to elders. emphasizing the cultural significance of
roles such as the man at the gate and the strong mother figure and the
fact that she was given a gift of fish. I thought it most important to
show to young readers that even though Bubber was taken to a
strange place, the things that he took with him were his community
and his culture that made Bubber’s adventure a positive one.
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The dogs were running and howling, and the men were
right behind them. But Bubber, though he ran as fast as
he could, was not able to keep up with the rest. He
enjoyed hunting as well as anybody, but when the dogs
“jumped a coon,” as Uncle Demus said it, there was
always such a mad rush that Bubber usually found himself straggling along behind. That was how they had left
him this time. The dogs jumped a big brown fellow on
the edge of a cornfield and he was giving them a good
chase across a meadow.
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Bubber could see almost as well as if it were day.
There was a big orange moon hanging in a pine tree on
a hill, and the clear sky was sprinkled with more stars
than he could count. He saw the old coon making for
the trees on the side of the hill. The two yellow dogs
were right behind. After them came the men, Uncle
Demus, Zeke, Tom, and King. On they went, faster and
faster.
The men were making almost as much noise as the
dogs. Uncle Demus kept calling to his dog, “Get him,
Bulger! Get him, boy!” Zeke whistled. Tom howled in
a high-pitched voice. King bellowed, his voice rising
like a lion’s roar.
Bubber’s legs were getting tired, but he did not
slow down. The coon was coming nearer and nearer to
the edge of the pine woods on the side of the hill, and
Bubber wanted to be as close as possible when the animal climbed a tree. It would be Bubber’s job to follow
him up with a stick and shake the coon down from the
branches. The dogs would be waiting; they would catch
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the old fellow as he hit the ground.
The wood was familiar to Bubber. It was just an
ocean of dark green trees almost all of which looked
alike. Three of them, however, were larger than the rest.
Two of these stood side by side and were called Adam
and Eve. The other, which was even taller, was just at
the edge of the woods and was known as
Nebuchadnezzar. These three were powerfully big
trees, and Bubber hoped the coon would choose a
smaller one, but he could climb them if necessary. He
could climb any tree in the woods, even if he was just
ten and no taller than some little black boys at eight.
Suddenly the coon leaped into the shadows of the
trees, and Bubber lost sight of him. The dogs followed,
then the men. And when Bubber reached the woods,
they were all standing at the trunk of old
Nebuchadnezzar and looking up eagerly into its high
branches.
“Here is where you come in, Bubber,” Uncle
Demus called. “Here is yo’ job, son.”
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“Yes, suh,” Bubber said, breathing hard. “Just give
me a boost up to that first branch, and I’ll go up and get
him.”
“Take this,” Zeke said, putting a stick in Bubber’s
hand. “You might have to give him a punch.”
The men hoisted Bubber as high as they could
reach. When he got his hands on the first boughs, he
found it very easy to climb old Nebuchadnezzar. There
were many branches, and he pulled himself from one to
the other with ease.
He could hear the coon away up in the top of the
tree, and he could hear the dogs barking and the men
calling down on the ground. And he could see that he
was already above the tops of the smaller trees. He kept
climbing, however, getting nearer and nearer to the top.
The moon made the top of the tree bright, and
Bubber could see the old coon creeping out on one of
the highest branches. Below all was dark. When Bubber
looked down, he could see only blackness.
A moment later he reached the branch where the
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